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Challenges in maintaining the good groundwater
quality in Finland
Main risks,restrictions and challenges:
○ land use, industry, population growth and migration
• the main pressure will be directed to the largest cities
○ climate change
• long-term climate change has no significant impact on
Finnish water services
• short-term, more frequent and severe weather
phenomenon are key impact factors: 1) storms, 2) heavy
rainfall, floods, 3) droughts and 4) temperature
changes
• local and temporary water use limitations during droughts
• contamination risks due to floods or heavy rainfall
> need for adaptation and improving the water management
practices
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Challenges in maintaining the good groundwater
quality in Finland
Risks,restrictions and challenges:
○ land use, industry, population growth and migration
• the main pressure will be directed to the largest cities
○ climate change
• long-term climate change has no significant impact on
Finnish water services
• short-term, more frequent and severe weather
phenomenon are key impact factors: 1) storms, 2) heavy
rainfall, floods, 3) droughts and 4) temperature
changes
>local and temporary water use limitations during
droughts
>contamination risks due to floods or heavy rainfall
> need for adaptation and improving the water management
practices
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Climate change
1) Severe storms are more common
● cause problems in the distribution of electricity
> functioning of automatisized control systems
> water availability
● pumps, water purification/treatment, distribution
-E.g. year 2001: million homes without electricity for 5 days
(worst cases)
-E.g. year 2010: electricity companies paid about 10 million
euros compensation for consumers about blackouts
-E.g. christmas time winter storms year 2011: 300 000
homes without power for several days, worst cases in rural
areas 3 weeks
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Water distribution during electricity
blackout
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Storms - Wastewater
● Cause problems in the distribution of electricity
> functioning of automatisized control systems
> wastewater treatment and controlled discharge
> wastewater overflows
> contamination risk of groundwater and ecosystems in
lakes, rivers and ground
● High risk especially in pumping stations
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2) Heavy rainfall and floods
● Presumably the amount of rainfall increase 4-9 % till year
2050 > Slow increasing, no effect
● Heavy rainfall or prolonged periods key factor for water
quality
> floods
> microbes, nutrients, humus etc. to drinking wells
> risk for water quality and changes in water chemistry
> increased need for treatment
> condition of wells, capacity, costs
● More frequent rainfall in winter
> increased nutrient (nitrogen, phoshoprous + mikrobes)
runoff from fields to drinking wells, lakes and rivers
● E.g in year 2004 vast amounts of runoff water and
wastewater contaminated groundwater wells
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Rainfall and floods - Wastewater
● Heavy rainfall or prolonged periods
> floods
> runoff water to wastewater pumping stations
> risk for wastewater overflow
> electronical alarming systems, condition of pumping
stations, capacity, costs
● More frequent rainfall in winter
1) increased nutrient (nitrogen, phoshoprous) runoff from
fields to wastewater treatment plants
2) water temperature changes in combined sewers
> affect on nitrogen removal
● E.g 95% of all wastewater peaks coming to treatment plant
in Tampere caused by rainfall and snow melting between
years 2004-2009
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3) Prolonged drought
Groundwater level
Droughts in Summer
 Quality and quantity
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 Need for controlling
the amount of water
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need for increased
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Drought - Wastewater
● Regulation of water distribution
> decrease of wastewater flow
> jams/blockages and smell in drains
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4) Temperature changes
● Temperature rise in lakes
> increased growth of syanobacteria and oxygen
concentration decline in lakes especially in winter
> quality of raw water (35 % surface water, mostly for biggest
cities)
> increased need for treatment
● Temperature rise in water networks
> increasing growth of mikrobes
> quality of water
● Warmer winters
> longer period of melted ground
> frost in the ground penetrates deeper
> higher risk for breakdowns of networks
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Temperature - Wastewater
● Warmer winters
> longer period of melted ground
> frost in the ground penetrates deeper
> higher risk for breakdowns of networks

● Warmer winters
> rainfall and floods more common
> water temperature changes in combined sewers
> affect on nitrogen removal
● 1 Celsius decline in temperature of wastewater coming to
plant can cause 10% decline in the growth of essential
nitrification bakteria (this is valid when temperature of
wastewater is under 12 Celsius; can vary from 5.4 to 21.7
Celsius)
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Adaptation measures include:
● the right positioning of intake wells and wastewater facilities
○ preventing direct flow of rainfall-discharge or surface water into the
wells even during flooding or heavy rainfall
○ minimizing the risk of wastewater overflow discharge
● protection of groundwater areas and intake wells
● ensuring adequate control and treatment facilities (incl. disinfection
systems as well as standby batteries at the water intake plants)
● evaluating the water yield of small groundwater bodies(prolonged
droughts)

● risk assessment
● guidelines, preparedness plans and practice for water works

● emphasizing co-operation between water services and authorities (e.g.
by enabling the access to alternative water supply sources)
● developing co-operation between land-use and water use management
water supply and sewerage must be emphasized in urban structure
planning
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Positioning of wells
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Flood risk maps
The Finnish Environment
Institute (SYKE) provides
for e.g. database on
groundwater areas and
flood risk maps, and is
active in developing
forecast systems in order
to enhance flood risk
management in addition
to other climate change
adaptation measures.
The environmental
administration, including
SYKE, provides expert
help, advice, education,
and information in order
to maintain the good
status of surface and
groundwater resources
as well as to promote
sustainability in the use of
water resources.
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Water Safety Plans

Sanna Vienonen
Finnish Environment Institute

Water Safety Plans and Sanitation Safety Plans
● The World Health Organization (WHO) has provided recommendations
for managing the risks from hazards that may compromise the safety of
drinking-water.
○ Drinking-water quality
www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/dwq/en/
○ Guidelines for drinking-water quality
http://www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/dwq/guidelines/en/
○ Water Safety Plan Manual. 2009
http://www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/publication_9789241562638/en/

● Hazards can be caused for example by climate change impacts such
as draughts, storms and floods.
● According to laws in Finland: Water utilities have obligation for
awareness of risks and planning the adaptation measures of water
intake areas, network, treatement, distribution etc.
● One of the tools for managing risks is Water Safety Plans (WSP) for
water services. The WSP procedure can also be applied to sewage and
wastewater management with the Sanitation Safety Plan (SSP) tool as
well as to private buildings water management by the Building Water
Safety Plans (BWSP).
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The phases of WSP-tool and SSP-tool
1. ORGANISING THE DEVELOPMENT OF WATER SAFETY
PLANS including defining the roles
2. WATER SUPPLY DESCRIPTION including positioning of
wells, amount of users, length of network etc.
3. UNDERSTANDING THE HAZARDS AND THREATS
including hazard identification
4. DETERMINING CONTROL MEASURES AND
MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES in the case of hazardous
event including corrective actions and responsibilities
5. DETERMINING THE RISKS with and without control
measures
> the main benefit of the tool
6. CONSTANT VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CONTENT
MATERIAL AND THE WEB APPLICATION
/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

Step 1: Assemble the WSP team
WSP MODEL AND TOOLS

WEB APPLICATION

Guidance

Create a team/teams, fill in the information

/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

Step 2.1: Collect the source data
WSP MODEL AND TOOLS

WEB APPLICATION

List of documents and information sources
water supplier needs for recognizing the
hazardous events

Check box listing for source data, hyperlinks
for existing information

/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

Step 2.2: Model the water supply system
WSP MODEL AND TOOLS

WEB APPLICATION

38 predefined process steps

A graphical drag and drop-interface for
defining the water supply system

/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

Step 3: Identify hazardous events and
hazards, assess risks
WSP MODEL AND TOOLS

WEB APPLICATION

Question/ Hazardous event / Hazards
 38 process steps
 881 predefined hazardous event + hazard
combinations

Question + Hazardous event
Applicable / Not applicable

4x4 Risk matrix

Assess the likelihood of a hazardous event
and health impacts of the hazards without
control measure

Tool for assessing the health impacts and
national likelihoods of hazards
 111 chemicals/radiological hazards
 25 microbes/viruses/protozoa

/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

If applicable, continue to risk assessment

/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

Step 4: Determine the control measures
WSP MODEL AND TOOLS

WEB APPLICATION

Example of control measure for each
hazardous event + hazard

Fill in a control measure

/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

Step 5: Create Improvement Plan
WSP MODEL AND TOOLS

WEB APPLICATION

Action / Responsible person / Timeframe /
Follow up

Fill in scheduled plans to implement the
control measures, automatic prioritization of
actions according to the risk level

/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

Step 6: Create Monitoring Plan
WSP MODEL AND TOOLS

WEB APPLICATION

1) For monitoring the risk is under control
2) Corrective actions that should take place if
out of the safety level

Fill in the monitoring plan and corrective
actions: link to existing supporting
programs, i.e. Operational monitoring plan,
Contingency Plan

/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

Step 7: Reassess risks
WSP MODEL AND TOOLS

WEB APPLICATION

Validation of a control measure leans on history
data, research, examples and existing procedures

Reassess the risk after the control measure has
been implemented

/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

Step 8: Report the incidents and update
WSP
WSP MODEL AND TOOLS

WEB APPLICATION

Example document for incident reporting

Interface for incident occurrence reporting
(release version)

Step 9: Audit the WSP
WSP MODEL AND TOOLS

WEB APPLICATION

Excel-based Data and guidance for auditing
 the WSP/SSP is inclusive
 the WSP/SSP has been implemented and
up to date

Interface for auditing reporting (release
version)

/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

Other components
For Implementing the WSP
•
•

Improvement Plan + Printable/Downloadable Report
Monitoring Plan with Corrective actions + Printable/Downloadable
Report

For Management Commitment and Information Sharing with
the Public Authority
•
•
•

Visual indication of the readiness stage of the WSP/SSP
On line dashboards on the status of the risk management
Printable/Downloadable Summary Report on the status of the risk
management

Sanitation Safety Plan (SSP)
•
•

The same web application with Steps 1..5 and Step 9
Predefined process steps and content data for sanitation safety
planning
/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

In co-operation with
WSP model and tools:
Solinatech and the following Steering group

SSP model and tools:
Helsinki Region Environmental Services
H. Ekholm, M. Heinonen and Steering group

Chair Jarkko Rapala, Ministry of Social Affairs and
Health
Secretary and Project Management: Heli Härkki
Members: R. Liikanen (Finnish Water Utilities
Association), J. Kilponen (National Supervisory Authority
for Welfare and Health), S. Mustakallio (State
Administrative Agency of Southern Finland), I. Juva
(Center for Economic Development, Transport and the
Environment), I. Miettinen (National Institute for Health
and Welfare), A-L Kivimäki (Länsi-Uudenmaan vesi ja
ympäristö ry), M. Lehtola (Kuopio Water), E-M Ukko
(Kymenlaakso Water), S. Vuorinen (Tampere Water), S.
Sillstén (Helsinki Region Environmental Services), M.
Lehtinen (Kirkkonummi Water), V. Arvonen (Suomen
Vesihuolto-osuuskunnat ry), R. Lindström (Oulu Water),
S. Varjus (Hanko Water), H. Yli-Tolppa (Mäntsälä Water),
E. Vuolukka (Karkkila Water), J. Laitinen (Finnish
Environment Institute), S. Vienonen (Finnish Environment
Institute), P. Lindén (City of Hämeenlinna), H. Ekholm
(Helsinki Region Environmental Services)

Software development:

/ M. Sc. Heli Härkki, Finland

Financing and management:

